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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
This paper will be concerned with solving two specific sets of combined "assignment" and 
"demand" equilibrium conditions. The first set of equilibrium conditions adjoins the 
standard Wardrop traffic equilibrium assignment model and a fairly general demand model. 
The second set adjoins the standard Wardrop traffic equilibrium assignment model and a 
demand model in which the demand flows are to be determined for each OD cost vector by 
solving a general doubly-constrained gravity model.  
   The precise formulation of the route-cost equilibration condition is due to Wardrop 
(1952). The first "general" combined model here was introduced by Aashtiani and Magnanti 
(1983) while the second, with a gravity model, was introduced by Evans.  
   Reviews of solution methods for the variable demand problem are given by Nathan 
Gartner (1980), Patriksson (1994) and Ourou, Malvey and Vial (2000).  
   The solution methods outlined here are very natural extensions of those introduced by 
Smith (1984a, b).  
 
2. THE BASIC MODELS  
 
Throughout this paper we suppose that for each OD pair the set of used routes for each OD 
pair has been correctly identified. 
 
2.1. The general model 
A general variable demand problem for several origin zones p and several destination zones 
q and so several OD pairs pq, with a fixed correctly-chosen set of N(pq) routes for each OD 
pair pq, may be thought of as the problem of determining the vector X of route flows and 
the vector λ of OD costs such that 
 
for all pq and r:  λpq  -  Cpqr(X) = 0; and 
for all pq:    Dpq(λ)  -  ∑r Xpqr  =  0. 
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The first constraint here is really the standard Wardrop condition and the second constraint 
is the demand constraint.  
   Here the cost function C(⋅) and the demand function D(⋅) are given; so Cpqr(X) is the cost 
experienced on the rth route joining OD pair pq when the flow vector is X and Dpq(λ) is the 
total flow between OD pair pq when the OD cost vector is λ. 
   The Wardrop condition says that for each OD pair the costs of the listed routes all equal a 
single number and so are all equal (to a single "OD cost" for that OD pair). The demand 
condition then says that for each OD pair the total flow equals that given by the demand 
function evaluated at the vector of OD costs. 
 
2.2. The gravity model 
When combined with a Wardrop assignment model a standard gravity model may be written 
as follows, where k > 0: 
  
Wardrop: For all pq and r:  λpq  -  Cpqr(X) = 0; 
Fixing T: For all pq:    Tpq  -  Σr Xpqr  =  0; 
Demand: For all pq:   Tpq  =  ApOpBqDqexp[-kλpq];  
Origin flow constraints: for all p:  Op - ∑qTpq = 0; and 
Destination flow constraints: for all q:  Dq - ∑pTpq = 0. 
 
   Here Op is the given total flow emanating from origin p and so must, for Tpq satisfying the 
second equation above, equal ∑qTpq; and Dq is the given total flow into destination q and so 
must equal ∑pTpq.  
 
3 THE SOLUTION FRAMEWORK 
A generic algorithm 
 
The basic solution framework is iterative; beginning with a first vector of route flows X1 
and a first vector of OD costs λ1, determine the second vector of route flows X2 and OD 
costs λ2, then determine the next vector of route flows X3 and OD costs λ3 . . . etc. This is 
illustrated below by the diagram:  
 

(λ1, X1) �  (λ2, X2)  �  (λ3, X3)  �  ⋅  ⋅  ⋅  �  (λn, Xn) � .  .  . .  
 
   We shall suppose that we are free to design from scratch an "assignment-and-demand 
updating procedure" which determines the next flow vector Xn+1 and the next cost vector 
λn+1, given all previous values of the flow vector and the cost vector.  
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   As far as the direction is concerned it will be important that at each non-equilibrium point 
(λ, X) the direction chosen at that point is downhill with respect to some "objective" 
function, since then the algorithm may be proved to be convergent. This method of showing 
convergence is associated with Lyapunov. 
   The particular directions chosen in this paper are all associated with specific natural 
objective functions and all lead to particular algorithms which are guaranteed to converge to 
a solution of the variable demand problem under certain conditions on the cost and demand 
formulae. Proofs of descent (the main part of a convergence proof of the generic algorithm 
above) will be outlined. The conditions required to show descent allow:  

•  asymmetrical cost-flow interactions on the assignment side and also 
•  asymmetrical demand-cost interactions on the demand side.  

 
3.1 A direct positive definite solution method for the general model with just one 
OD pair 
A very simple direction 
 
The variable demand problem (or VDM problem) for a fixed set of N correctly chosen 
routes joining one OD pair may be written (as above) as follows: Determine the route-flow 
vector X and the OD cost λ such that: 
Wardrop: λ  -  Cr(X) = 0   for r = 1, 2, 3, . . . . , N; and 
Demand: D(λ)  -  ∑r Xr  =  0. 
Here C(⋅) is the route cost function determining the route-cost vector C(X) in terms of the 
route-flow vector X; and D(⋅) is the demand function determining the total OD flow D(λ) in 
terms of the OD cost λ.  
   The direct method below follows more or less directly from the equations above. Suppose 
that there are N routes joining the single OD pair. In this really simple method the search 
direction at (λ, X) is to be ∆(λ, X)  where: 

∆0(λ, X)  =  D(λ) - ∑Xr;  
∆r(λ, X,) =  λ - Cr(X) for r = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N; 

and then the overall search direction ∆(λ, X) is defined by: 
 ∆(λ, X)  =  (∆0(λ, X), ∆1(λ, X), ∆2(λ, X), . . . , ∆N(λ, X)). 
   A natural candidate Lyapunov function or objective function for this search direction is V 
where: 

V(λ, X)  =  ∑r(λ - Cr(X))2 + (D(λ) - ∑rXr)2. 
It is clear that V(λ, X) = 0 implies that (λ, X) is an equilibrium as defined above. Under certain 
circumstances descent is guaranteed; see the "Descent" section D below.  
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3.2 A direct monotone, or positive semi-definite, solution method for the general 
model with just one OD pair 
This method a little more complicated than the very simple method above but the method is 
likely to prove more reliable  
 
In this section we let [x]+ = max{x, 0} for all real numbers x. The direct monotone method 
below follows more or less directly from the equations above, as in the previous method, but 
now with a small twist. To introduce this twist we initially follow the method above; but 
rewriting the equations as follows, taking the positive and negative parts of D(λ) - ∑r Xr and λ 
- Cr(X) separately: 

∆0(λ, X)  =  - [∑Xr - D(λ)]+ +  [D(λ) - ∑Xr]+;  
∆r(λ, X) =  - [Cr(X) - λ]+ +  [λ - Cr(X)]+;   
∆(λ, X)  =  (∆0(λ, X), ∆1(λ, X), ∆2(λ, X), . . . , ∆N(λ, X)); and 

V(λ, X)  =  ∑r{[λ - Cr(X)]+  -  [Cr(X) - λ]+}2 + {[D(λ) - ∑Xr]+  -  [∑Xr - D(λ)]+}2. 
   So far this is identical to the positive definite method above. Now we introduce the twist, by 
treating the positive and negative parts differently. Suppose that (there are N routes) and let 
T(X) = ∑r Xr. We shall need just two upper bounds UT and Uλ on T(X) and λ respectively. 
These will be used to restrict the problem and so must be designed so that they are non-
binding at a solution of the equilibrium problem restricted by them. For the time being we 
suppose that we know suitable bounds and that these are in fact not binding at a solution of 
the restricted problem. For these two bounds UT and Uλ (supposed known), the Xr 
components of the search direction are now to be: 

∆r(λ, X) =  -Xr[Cr(X) - λ]+ + (UT- ∑rXr)[λ - Cr(X)]+ for all r = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N;  
the λ component of the search direction is to be  

∆0(λ, X) = - λ[∑rXr - D(λ)]+ + (Uλ-λ)[D(λ) - ∑rXr]+;   
and the whole search direction is: 

∆(λ, X)  = (∆0(λ, X), ∆1(λ, X), ∆2(λ, X), . . . , ∆N(λ, X)). 
A natural candidate Lyapunov function or objective function for this search direction is  

V(λ, X) = ∑rXr[Cr(X) - λ]+
2 + (UT- ∑rXr)[λ - Cr(X)]+

2  
+ λ[∑rXr - D(λ)]+

2
 + (Uλ-λ)[D(λ) - ∑rXr]+

2. 
   Examination shows that there has indeed been only a small twist to get this new direction 
and this new objective function V. It is clear (assuming that the upper bounds are not 
binding) that V(λ, X) = 0 if and only if (λ, X) is an equilibrium.  
   The above method readily extends to many OD pairs and solves the variable demand 
equilibrium problem under natural conditions. 
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3.3 A direct monotone solution method (or positive semi-definite solution method) 
for the doubly constrained gravity model 
 
3.3.1  Two versions of the doubly-constrained gravity model  
Suppose that in the VDM problem the route flows are still equilibrated but now the demand 
flow is determined by a doubly-constrained gravity model. As previously we suppose that 
the set of routes is correctly fixed for each OD pair pq. (This set of routes is often the set of 
all loop-free routes.) 
   The equations defining a standard doubly-constrained gravity model, when linked to an 
equilibrium assignment model, may be written as follows. Here there are given fixed origin 
totals Op and fixed destination totals Dq and a fixed positive number k.  
 
The usual doubly-constrained gravity model (linked to a Wardrop equilibrium model) 
 
Wardrop: For all pq and r:  λpq  -  Cpqr(X) = 0; 
Fixing T: For all pq:    Tpq  -  Σr Xpqr  =  0; 
Demand: For all pq:   Tpq  =  ApOpBqDqexp[-kλpq];  
Origin flow constraints: for all p:  Op - ∑qTpq = 0; and 
Destination flow constraints: for all q:  Dq - ∑pTpq = 0. 
 
Here we consider instead: 
 
Wardrop: For all pq and r:  λpq  -  Cpqr(X) = 0; 
Fixing T: For all pq:    Tpq  -  Σr Xpqr  =  0; 
Demand: For all pq:   - λpq - gpq(T) + ∑pαp + ∑qβq = 0; 
Origin flow constraints: for all p:  Op - ∑qTpq = 0; and 
Destination flow constraints: for all q:  Dq - ∑pTpq = 0. 
 
Each αp will represent a Lagrange multiplier for the pth origin constraint and βq will represent a 
Lagrange multiplier for the qth destination constraint. (The usual doubly-constrained model is 
obtained by putting, as above: gpq(T) = k-1log(Tpq) for all T.) This last set of equations is our 
basic doubly-constrained model and has been obtained by changing the original model in a 
natural way.  
   The sets of equations are, under natural conditions, equivalent and, also under natural 
conditions, a slightly changed version of the direct monotone method may be expected to solve 
the latter set and hence the standard set. Only partial justifications are provided here; we are 
currently only able to prove descent with the usual doubly-constrained demand model. 
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3.3.2 A solution of the second set of equations gives a solution of the first 
Aside from the central equation the two systems of equations are identical. Now consider the 
central equation in "our" version. At a solution of the  central equation in our basic model: 
   - λpq - gpq(T) + ∑pαp + ∑qβq = 0. 
So if put 

gpq(T)  =  k-1log(Tpq) for all T ≥ 0, 
 it follows that: 

- λpq - (logTpq)/k + ∑pαp + ∑qβq = 0 
and hence that:  

logTpq  =  - kλpq + k∑pαp + k∑qβq 
or, taking exponentials throughout: 

Tpq  =   exp[- kλpq + k∑pαp + k∑qβq] 
= exp[k∑pαp]exp[k∑qβq]exp[- kλpq] 
= ApOpBqDqexp[-kλpq]     

provided we put: 
Ap = exp[k∑pαp]/Op for all origins p  
Bq = exp[k∑qβq]/Dq for all destinations q. 
 

Thus we have found a solution of the original formulation of the gravity model above.  
 
3.3.3 Applicability of direct monotone solution methods  
In this section we show that the standard gravity model above is solvable by direct monotone 
methods. Multiplying the left hand sides by -1 and differentiating we see that the Jacobian J of 
minus the l.h.s is:  

J    =  C'  -1  0  0  0 
   1  0  -1  0  0 
   0  1  g'  -1  -1 
   0  0  1  0  0 
   0  0  1  0  0 . 
Hence:  

J + JT =   [C' + C'T]/2  0  0  0  0 
   0  0  0  0  0 
   0  0     [g' + g'T]/2  0  0 
   0  0  0  0  0 
   0  0  0  0  0. 
This matrix is obviously positive semi-definite if both [C' + C'T]/2 and [g' + g'T]/2 are positive 
semi-definite. That is if C and g are both monotone. It follows that direct monotone methods 
may be employed. 
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3.3.4 A general gravity model 
It is natural to apply more or less exactly the same monotone methods to the much more 
general equilibrium + gravity model with a general decreasing deterrence function h[λpq] 
instead of exp[-kλpq]. This model is: 
 
Wardrop: For all pq and r:  λpq  -  Cpqr(X) = 0; 
Fixing T: For all pq:    Tpq  -  Σr Xpqr  =  0; 
Demand: For all pq:   Tpq  =  ApOpBqDqh[λpq];   
Origin flow constraints: for all p:  Op - ∑qTpq = 0; and 
Destination flow constraints: for all q:  Dq - ∑pTpq = 0. 
 
However we have as yet been unable to prove either descent or convergence in this case. 
 
 
4  PROOF OF DESCENT FOR THE DIRECT POSITIVE DEFINITE METHOD 
APPLIED TO THE GENERAL MODEL 
This is the most straightforward of the descent proofs required to fully justify the algorithms 
outlined above; it is given here as an example 
 
Now we suppose that the cost function C and also -D have Jacobians C'(X) and -D'(λ) which 
are positive definite at each X and λ. Thus we initially suppose that  
VTC'(X)V > 0 for all flow vectors X and non-zero vectors V and  

u(-D'(λ))u > 0 for all non-zero values of the scalar OD cost λ and non-zero real numbers 
u.   
   Suppose V(λ, X) > 0. Then:  

∂V/∂λ        =   2{∑r (λ - Cr) + (D(λ) - ∑Xr)D'(λ)} 
and 

∂V/∂Xk   =  - 2{∑r (λ - Cr)∂Cr/∂Xk + (D(λ) - ∑Xr)} for all k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N. 
So:     
grad V(λ, X) ⋅ ∆(λ, X)  =  [∂V/∂λ]∆0(λ, X) + ∑k[∂V/∂Xk]∆k(λ, X)  = 
2{∑r(λ-Cr)+(D(λ)-∑wXw)D'(λ)}∆0(λ,X)-2∑k∑r{(λ-Cr)∂Cr/∂Xk+(D(λ)-∑wXw)}∆k(λ,X)}  

=   2 [∑r∆r(λ, X)]∆0(λ, X) + ∆0(λ, X)[D'(λ)]∆0(λ, X)   
     - 2∑k∑r ∆r(λ, X)[∂Cr(X)/∂Xk]∆k(λ, X) - 2{∆0(λ, X)∑k∆k(λ, X)}  
=   - 2∑k∑r  ∆r(λ, X)[∂Cr(X)/∂Xk]∆k(λ, X) + ∆0(λ, X)[D'(λ)]∆0(λ, X)}, 

since the first and last terms in the two lines before the last cancel. This is negative as V > 0 
and so ∆ ≠ 0, since C' and -D' are positive definite. Thus ∆ is a descent direction for V where V 
> 0. It would be good to extend these ideas so that they apply when just the link cost function is 
positive definite; we have been unable to do this. 
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5  CONCLUSION 
 
The paper has outlined some new ways of solving joint (assignment + demand) models by 
extending algorithm (D)-related methods first described in Smith (1984).   
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